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A fter

nearly

artifacts from an

300

years on the ocean floor ,

18 th - century

shipwreck ,

thought to be the pirate  B lackbeard’s flagship,

reside with pirates of another kind at  E ast

C arolina  U niversit y. A s

researchers continue

to bring up the ship’s treasures ,

pirate legends resurface as well .

A painting of the Queen Anne’s Revenge by John Henry Anglin of Kinston, North Carolina.

The plan: Scrape the boat
hulls, eat and celebrate,
most certainly get drunk.
The goal: Rest the crew,
stock the ships, then head
out to plunder.
If a ship runs aground,
leave it behind: Downsize,
lose some loafers.
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For a time in spring 1718, the quiet fishing
village of Beaufort, N.C., hosted the terror of
the high seas, a man clever enough to read and
write, and brilliant enough to create his own
mythology. His name was Edward Teach (or
Thatch or Thache), but most call him Blackbeard.
Long before Hollywood, he knew image was
everything. Why shoot a man when you could
scare him to death?
With smoking hemp braids tucked under his
hat and six loaded pistols strapped to his chest
he did just that. Many opponents surrendered
at the sight of him. His vessel, the Queen
Anne’s Revenge, carried 40 cannon that belched
a nightmarish brew of glass, spikes, spinning
dumbbells and one-pound balls at anyone foolish or unlucky enough to cross its path.

When the Queen Anne’s Revenge ran
aground along with the Adventure, a companion ship, Blackbeard abandoned them. After
salvaging what was valuable to him, the pirate
broke up his company, and sailed away a few
days later on one of the smaller ships he
had commandeered.
Today the spoils from what is believed to be
Blackbeard’s flagship are housed at the Queen
Anne’s Revenge Conservation Lab at East Carolina University. Since the shipwreck was discovered in 1996, more than 16,000 artifacts have
been brought to the site at the university’s West
Research Campus. While some – like a ship’s
bell – have been properly cleaned, restored and
readied for display, many others are soaking
in sodium carbonate-filled conservation tanks
– and will be for years.

Irregular clumps encrusting cannon,
armaments, plates, glass bottles, bits of wood,
nails and other clues from the shipwreck are
submerged in tanks throughout the lab facility.
These concretions contain artifacts covered
with shells, fishing line, sand and sea junk in
a stony casing. Getting at the treasure inside
takes years.
Each artifact fits into a web of the known
and the unknown, answering some questions
and raising new ones. As these objects reveal
more about themselves, they tell of the pirates,
as well. The lure of their stories is hard to resist.
“The glamour of pirates is amazing,” says
Mark Wilde-Ramsing, state underwater archaeologist, shipwreck project director and ECU
doctoral candidate in Coastal Resources Management. “People are intrigued by them. It’s a
serious subject, but these were serious people.
Our job is to bring truth and life to this story,
and have a little fun at the same time.”
Many institutions have supported the
shipwreck’s exploration including UNCWilmington, Cape Fear Community College,
North Carolina Division of Marine Fisheries
and even the U.S. Coast Guard, in addition
to the state’s Underwater Archaeology Branch,
which has official oversight of the shipwreck.
Yet ECU’s connection is especially significant.
In addition to hosting the conservation lab,
ECU is also home to the Maritime Studies program, one of only two graduate departments
of its kind in the nation.
Since the program began in 1981, ECU has
sent divers and researchers around the world
to explore great shipwrecks. If it is indeed the
Queen Anne’s Revenge resting on the ocean
floor just 90 miles from campus, one of the
greatest treasures of all sits in the university’s
own backyard, under less than 25 feet of water.
As the relationship between the institution
and the shipwreck grows, so does academic
interest. In April, two faculty co-authored an
article in the International Journal of Nautical
Archaeology examining the ship’s theoretical
identity. A May dive raised two cannon and
spring also marked the first academic symposium on the shipwreck when top researchers
assembled in Greenville for discussions of
geology, fabric, weapons, building materials,
anthropology and other analyses.
The Smithsonian Institution sent its curator
of Maritime History, Paul Johnston, who said

the artifacts could one day be displayed at the
national museum. He said the symposium
showed strong evidence for this ship’s identity,
which ongoing research may determine
with certainty.
“I think they’re narrowing it down,” he says.
“I don’t think there are many known ships it
could be. It’s bigger than a coastal schooner of
the period. They are finding material that
can be dated from the late 17th and early
18th centuries.”

THE JOURNEY

to the s h i p w re c k

The first
starts with then-ECU graduate student David
Moore ’89, who in 1982 proposed that the
Queen Anne’s Revenge likely lay off the North
Carolina coast near Beaufort. Later at Joyner
Library he struck gold when he found trial
transcripts of Stede Bonnet, known as “the
gentleman pirate” and Blackbeard’s associate.
The forgotten ship drew little attention,
he says.
“It was frustrating, knowing the shipwreck
was out here but no one was interested in
tracking it down,” he says from his office at
the North Carolina Maritime Museum in
Beaufort where he is curator of nautical archaeology and program coordinator. “So I put
the research in a file folder and in the back of
my mind, knew it was there. Sooner or later
someone was going to locate it. Whoever
located it, I wanted to be associated with it.”
Meanwhile, Philip Masters, a private diver
with a life-long interest in shipwrecks, was
investigating waters off the North Carolina
coast near Fort Macon, hoping to find the
Spanish trading ship El Salvador, which sank
about 1750. Masters and his private shipwreck
exploration firm, Intersal, obtained state
permission to survey the area in 1986.
In Masters’ initial meetings with state officials,
Richard Lawrence, a deputy state archaeologist,
told him about David Moore’s research on
Blackbeard and the Queen Anne’s Revenge.
“Richard said, ‘There might be another ship
out there you would be interested in’,” Masters
says, recalling the comment that would eventually send him on a whole new expedition.
In 1996, Masters and Moore pooled information. Masters brought in an experienced
commercial shipwreck salvager named Mike
Daniel to assume the role of Intersal’s director
b e g i n s w i th t wo s e a ta l e s .

Researchers have continued to excavate the shipwreck site
on and off since its discovery in 1996 – time, weather and
funding permitting. The latest dives were in May. Underwater
photos courtesy of the N.C. Dept. of Cultural Resources.
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END OF STORY?

new c h a p ter.

The discovery launched an odyssey toward
recognition, rehabilitation and display, a
complicated route dependent on cooperation
among state and private agencies, researchers
at ECU and elsewhere, nonprofit agencies
and grant funding.
A shipwreck of this significance, regardless
of its identity, requires enormous resources.
Divers must map the site, delineate it underwater, then remove each nail, glass shard, lead
shot, ballast stone and cannon, sifting through
sand and water in painstakingly small steps.
While excavation began immediately and
has continued off and on since 1996, recovering
the site has been problematic. The logistics
are daunting: a million artifacts, unpredictable
conditions for divers, years of labor-intensive
conservation. The state was unable to appropriate budget funding for two years, but provided
funds last year for conservation; most funding
has taken place through grants. In May, the
first recovery dive since 2000 took place.
It’s estimated that fully excavating the site
could take several more years. Conservation
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submersible MP3 players.
Whatever the uncertainties, work goes on.
About six percent of the site has been recovered,
says Chris Southerly ’03, QAR project archaeologist and diving supervisor at the state’s Fort
Fisher location.
“The bottom line is that the only effective
management of this site is full excavation,” he
says. “Just get everything out.”
ECU has a large role in helping that happen,
he says.
“The fact that we now have a permanent lab
at ECU, where the artifacts can stay during
their treatment, is really essential,” he says.
“That allows us not to worry about where
they’re going, and focus on what we need to
do for excavation and research, and consider
what’s best for the site. Once these artifacts are
recovered, they’ll have somewhere to go.”
Ironic that the fate of an outlaw ship relies
on public goodwill today.
“It’s interesting that a vessel that the government would like to have sunk in the 18th
century, most people would like to see preserved,” Southerly says.
Since 1996, hurricanes have lashed the seabed
leaving the shipwreck more exposed than ever.
Because of dredging, sand has worn away. Estimates are that in 1930, 20 feet of sand covered
the ship beneath about 6 feet of water. Today,
little sand remains.
Those living in coastal North Carolina
know hurricanes as a constant threat to land,
but a direct hit offshore here could erase
the site forever.  

BLACKBEARD’S SHIP wa s or i g i n a l ly k now n a s L a C on c orde . A
Top photo. The shipwreck site is visible from the shore of
Fort Macon State Park, overlooking Beaufort Inlet, at Atlantic
Beach, N.C. Two cannon were recovered during the May dives.

could take another 12 years, at least, and cost
$4 million. Ideally, the project could use three
permanent conservators and additional temporary staff. Just maintaining the site costs about
$250,000, with limited fieldwork. Conservation
costs about $100,000 a year.
The May dive was made possible in part by
the Golden Leaf Foundation. The nonprofit
North Carolina Maritime History Council is
accepting gifts on behalf of the ship and other
efforts may help raise interest. Dive Down, an
educational program, is set to begin this fall
and will offer certified divers the chance to
take an underwater tour of the site with

French slave ship built in England in 1710, its
first owners used it to conduct a despicable
commerce in humanity, sailing from Nantes,
France, in the Loire Valley, to barter for souls
in West Africa.
From Africa began the hellish Middle Passage
to the New World that destroyed countless
slaves who died from heat, starvation and
disease. Those who survived were exchanged
in the Caribbean for sugar.
The Middle Passage also took quite a toll on
ship’s crew and near Martinique, Blackbeard
attacked the vulnerable Concorde.
He struck it rich. A cabin boy confessed that
the ship held gold dust; he and other Frenchmen joined the pirate. Blackbeard dismissed
the captain and sent him away on a small
ship with some slaves. The departing ship was
renamed Mauvaise Rencontre – Bad Meeting.

Pirate-Eye
Years as a history detective and Blackbeard sleuth paid off with significant
discovery for nautical archaeologist who
began his search for the Queen Anne’s
Revenge as a graduate student at ECU

   [A]bout six Days after they left the Bar of Charles-Town, they arrived at Topsail Inlet
in North Carolina.... [T]he next Morning after they had all got safe into Topsail-Inlet,
except Thatch, the said Thatch’s Ship Queen Anne’s Revenge run a-ground off of the
Bar of Topsail-Inlet, and the said Thatch sent his Quarter-Master to command this
Deponent’s Sloop [Adventure] to come to his Assistance; but She run a-ground likewise
about Gun-Shot from the said Thatch, before his said Sloop could come to their
Assistance, and both the said Thatch’s Ship and this Deponent’s Sloop were wreck’d....
David Moore’s fascination with Black– from The Tryals of Major Stede Bonnet and Other Pirates (1719)
beard, backed by years of research on the
Topsail Inlet was later called Old Topsail, and is now Beaufort Inlet. Blackbeard’s
The James Wimble chart of 1738
notorious outlaw, helped divers know where
real name is usually given as Edward Teach, but other spellings are Thatch
to look for the undersea remains believed to be the pirate’s ship, the Queen Anne’s
and Thache.
Revenge, uncovered off the coast of Beaufort, N.C., in 1996.
Moore surmised this account of the ships running aground and becoming stuck
Since his days as a graduate student at East Carolina in the 1980s, it was Moore’s
“off of the Bar of Topsail-Inlet” suggested Beaufort Inlet.
plan to look for the Queen Anne’s Revenge, and another of Blackbeard’s ships, the
He consulted the Edward Moseley navigation chart published in 1733, one of the
Adventure, off the coast of Beaufort.
earliest detailed views of the inlet, which suggested the entrance of the harbor was
Working as a pirate-eye for more than 20 years, Moore has sifted through leads
on the westward side. Moore also examined the James Wimble chart of 1738, which
in London and investigated archives in Virginia, South Carolina and North Carolina.
had the most accurate contemporary configuration of the inlet. It showed a channel
Armed with natural energy and focus – he trained as an engineer for a time – Moore
over a sand bar, with a subsequent entrance in the harbor.
has unearthed historical records
    The Wimble chart revealed a
and pieced together a fuller picture
viewpoint – a line or bearing –
of Blackbeard’s time in Beaufort.
drawn from a white house on the
Records of a pirate trial he
shore near Beaufort through the
found doing graduate research in
inlet, with a note instructing mariJoyner Library were key, for they
ners: “This line leads over the Bar.”
described a likely location of the
The chart also included written
ship. Moreover, a critical eyewitsailing directions, Moore says,
ness account was omitted from
removing any doubt about the localater editions. Using charts of the
tion of the appropriate channel.
day, he proposed a site which
    Moore concluded in his graduwas remarkably close to where
ate research paper: “…with the
shipwreck 31CR314, believed to be
early 18th-century channel at least
the Queen Anne’s Revenge,
arguably identified, it has only made
was discovered.
sense to conduct any survey for
“That makes the Joyner find even
the remains of Blackbeard’s ships
more of a prize,” he says.
in the vicinity of the contemporary
Moore was one of the first
entrance to the harbor.”
students in ECU’s Maritime Studies
    The shipwreck uncovered in
Pirate hunter David Moore ’89 with a model of Blackbeard’s ship at the N.C. Maritime
graduate program. In 1982, a year
1996 is located on the Beaufort
Museum, where he is curator of nautical archaeology. The Queen Anne’s Revenge model
after the program was estabBar, less than a mile from the old
was constructed by Frank Gaskill of Kinston and donated to the museum. It has about
lished, he wrote a research paper,
channel entrance.
800 tiny blocks, or pulleys, and the scale is 1/4 inch to 1 foot.
Submerged Cultural Resources
    “There was never any doubt in my
Associated with Blackbeard the Pirate, that proved prophetic.
mind that sooner or later that shipwreck was going to be located,” he says, looking
“At that time my research was limited in scope but the document in Joyner Library
back at his research. “To come along 15 years later and have the wreck located has
is still one of the most significant things I’ve uncovered regarding the wreckage of
been extremely satisfying and gratifying to me. It proves the original hypothesis, that
the Queen Anne’s Revenge,” Moore says.
the wreck was there and that it was locatable.”
Buried treasure for Moore was a microfilm copy of a 1719 account of the trial of
Moore’s ongoing research focuses on the Golden Age of Pirates, roughly late
pirate Stede Bonnet.
1600s-early 1700s. He hopes to describe daily life onboard but also more about the
Bonnet, nicknamed “the gentleman pirate” was a known associate of Blackbeard’s
men who served on pirate and private ships. Their oral wills are often included
who was captured, tried and hanged for his role in the blockade of Charleston. But,
in ship’s records.
it was another pirate, David Herriot, the original captain of the Adventure before
Indeed, the men under Lt. Robert Maynard’s command left oral instructions before
the ship was commandeered by Blackbeard, who provided the best description in his
heading out to face Blackbeard and eventually killing him near Ocracoke.
testimony of the events at Beaufort Inlet leading up to the sinking of Blackbeard’s
“That kind of information helps us flesh out what else was going on and how things
ships. An excerpt from the account reads:
were done,” Moore says. “You never know what you’re going to find.”
Forrest Croce

of operations at Beaufort Inlet. After transposing
the old charts onto new ones and adjusting his
survey techniques to focus on the possible location of Blackbeard’s ship, the search began.
Within 11 days Daniel saw, barely covered
by sand and under about 22 feet of water, the
anchors, cannon, encrusted objects and other
signs of an astonishing find. It was Nov. 21, 1996.
“Mike called me that day in New York,”
Masters recalls. “He said, ‘I’m sitting over a
shipwreck with more than 10 cannon and
big anchors.’ You’ve found the Queen Anne’s
Revenge, I told him.
“We knew we were going to find the
Queen Anne’s Revenge before the El Salvador,”
says Masters, remembering the life-changing
phone call. “We knew it was the Queen Anne’s
Revenge the day he found it. And everything
we’ve found since indicates it is.”
Realizing the ship’s historical value, they
turned it over to the state of North Carolina,
though Intersal retained replica rights as well
as rights to documentaries and books about
finding the ship. Daniel is now president of
the Maritime Research Institute, a nonprofit
established to support excavating and preserving the shipwreck.
The North Carolina Department of Cultural
Resources assumed ownership and today the
site is managed by the Office of State Archaeology, Underwater Archaeology Branch.
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Before the Museum, the Conservation Lab
Historical treasures from the wreck believed to be
Blackbeard’s ship receive special care at an East
Carolina University research lab where separating
artifacts from concrete-like blocks can take years.

Photos by Forrest Croce

         When divers brought up a cannon this spring from
the Beaufort shipwreck believed to be the Queen Anne’s
Revenge, they cared for it like a living sea creature.
    They covered it with wet towels, bathed it in salt
water. Limited exposure to air. Seated it on foam cushions.
Once raised from the seabed near Fort Macon in May, the cannon
traveled to the Queen Anne’s Revenge Conservation Lab at ECU’s West
Research Campus where it will soak for several years in a solution of
sodium carbonate. For ocean artifacts, air is the kiss of death.
Not only do they bathe, but cannon and other iron artifacts receive
gentle electric pulses to draw out salts. The positive charge attracts the
negative salt.
These measures stabilize the artifacts for life on dry land. Their
temporary home in conservation tanks allows researchers to clean, then
preserve them for study and display.
The lab at the former Voice of America site provides about 4,600 square
feet of space, critical real estate for a shipwreck believed to hold up to a
million artifacts. The ECU facility, run jointly by the university and the N.C.
Office of State Archaeology, is considered an important step in allowing
the project to move forward.
Conservation includes physically removing the concrete-like casing, or
concretion, a thick shell formed by sea organisms and natural processes

over hundreds of years. Conservators use tiny tools similar to dental drills
called pneumatic scribes to break up and excavate the block. Artifacts
also may undergo x-rays.
The concretion reveals many secrets. Lead shot, metal spikes, bones and
other objects emerge. Sometimes only a void remains where an object
disintegrates, which conservators fill with epoxy to create an object from
its ghost.
One of the largest concretion to date, named “Baby Ruth” for the lumpy
candy bar it resembled, held not one but two cannon, and several
hundred artifacts, including rope, glass bits and ceramic, says Sarah
Watkins-Kenney, project conservator and lab director.
“It can take several days to several weeks to excavate everything out of
a concretion,” Watkins-Kenney says.
Since its discovery in 1996 the Queen Anne’s Revenge site has given
up thousands of artifacts, including the six cannon soaking at the West
Research Campus, along with pewter chargers, ceramic shards, glass and
rope. Four anchors remain underwater, in addition to about 16 cannon.
Two cannon have already gone through the conservation process and are
now on display at the N.C. Maritime Museum.
In addition to the very large comes the very small.
“Once they are dried, there may be more fine cleaning with a scalpel
under a microscope,” Watkins-Kenney says.
In time, artifacts are dried and a protective coating applied. They may
be displayed or used for research.
Hopes are to excavate the shipwreck in 5-feet by 5-feet areas over the
next few years. Conservation would follow for at least 12 years and could
take longer, depending on staff.

At the Queen Anne’s Revenge Conservation Lab at ECU, conservators handle the artifacts from the shipwreck with great care.
Many items soak in special solutions for years. Iron artifacts receive gentle electric pulses to draw out salts. Tiny tools are
used to break away concretion. Below left are tiny grains of gold dust recovered from the site. At far right is Sarah WatkinsKenney, project conservator and lab director, standing in front of one of the cannon soaking in a sodium carbonate solution.
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He renamed the Concorde as well. To
show his disdain for King George of England,
he named it after the previous ruler, Queen
Anne. Revenge was his.
Today, the Beaufort site holds eerie traces
of the cursed trade. Stacks of barrel parts
– hoops and planks – sit in darkness, unassembled. They never again held sugar. Instead,
they rest in pieces at the bottom of the inlet.
THE SHIPWRECK, officially
known as 31CR314, whether the Queen
Anne’s Revenge or not, is fascinating. It is the
most heavily armed Colonial vessel found off
the North Carolina coast, a remarkably compact site despite 300 years of changing tides,
dredging and water activities. It is considered
the earliest shipwreck in the state’s waters.
A monstrous vessel for the time, it could
carry between 200 and 300 tons and was
about 100 feet long.
Dead men tell no tales, but their ships do.
The crew could number 150, explaining the
large number of food-related artifacts. Divers
have recovered ceramic and glass containers
that held water, wine and rum; pewter
plates and chargers, some with impressions of
packing material; bits of a pewter spoon, the
stem of a wine glass and a pipe. Divers even
found a syringe, probably used to administer
mercury thought to cure venereal diseases.
Animal bones drifted onto artifacts and
stuck; what appears to be a rib clings to a
cannon concretion. A stout “onion” bottle
retrieved in May survived because it rested
between ballast stones.
The artifacts have proved key to supporting the ship’s identity. Because glass styles
changed frequently, it’s possible to fix their
dates to within a few years.
Most findings are marked with the names
of London shops or craftsmen indicating their
creation in the late 1600s or early 1700s; none
were made after 1718, Wilde-Ramsing says.
The average artifact date of 1706, along
with the ship’s location, size and armaments,
signify it as an extraordinary vessel. Beaufort,
with only about 30 residents in 1718, hardly
merited a visit from such a large ship.
“There was no reason for a boat of this size
to be here,” Wilde-Ramsing says.
Moreover, it’s unlikely a merchant vessel
would carry 24 cannon, most loaded, the
number observed so far.
“It’s far outside [the limits of ] a normal
merchant vessel of that period,” he says. “To
find a heavily armed vessel like this in the

Beaufort Inlet points to the Queen
Anne’s Revenge.”
In addition to the cannon, of which eight
have been raised, there are other armaments.
A brass barrel from an early shotgun, known
as a blunderbuss, now rests in the North
Carolina Maritime Museum.
The blunderbuss, or “thunder gun,” was
used on ships throughout the 1600s and
1700s and it fired lead shot. Its markings
date it to sometime after 1672 but before
1702. The maker’s mark includes the initials
I H, which is linked to at least four London
gunsmiths between 1672 and 1718.
The bronze bell, dated 1705, has ambiguous
origins. While the bell was a ship’s signature,
this one is modest – only a foot high – and
possibly too small for the Concorde. It holds
a Catholic inscription of Spanish or Portuguese origin, “IHS MARIA,” (Iesus Hominum Salvator). Blackbeard may have taken it
when he captured a Spanish sloop, or small
ship, near Cuba. Other theories are that La
Concorde may have carried it or it may
have been the Concorde’s own bell.
Then there’s the gold. Only two grams of
it, but enough for analysis and interpretation.
As they abandoned the ship, the pirates
surely took most of the gold with them, as
much as 14 to 20 pounds. Some remained
and, based on its composition, appears to
have come from a river. Slave traders were
known to find gold in Africa and they carried
it with them in leather pouches, says Dr.
James Craig, professor emeritus of geology
from Virginia Polytechnic Institute, now
living in Emerald Isle.
When pirates boarded, the mates likely
hid their gold, which went down with the
ship. The pouch deteriorated and the gold
rested in sediment.
Finding gold supports the ship’s history in
the slave, sugar and rum trade, Moore says.
“It would not have been routine for a ship
to have carried gold when it went down on
our coast,” he says. “Gold dust is not something every ship would carry. But you would
certainly see it on slave ships. To find gold on
a shipwreck off the coast of North Carolina
could point in the direction of a Spanish ship.
But we have not found the other signs of a
Spanish ship, the ceramics and shards. They
used that type of container to haul goods,
wine, olives and olive oil.”
Blackbeard made off with it when they
emptied the ships, he says. That also explains
why few personal items are at the site.

Duel at Sea
Two ECU researchers say more study
needed before claiming site as Blackbeard’s ship
An ECU archaeologist believes the shipwreck found
near Beaufort needs more study before it is claimed
as Blackbeard’s.
Dr. Bradley Rodgers, professor of nautical archaeology
at ECU, worries researchers will miss clues that point
in another direction by assuming the site is the Queen
Anne’s Revenge.
“There is a danger that if you start jumping to
conclusions, all of the evidence you look at will serve
to name the ship that way,” he says. “You may be
throwing away evidence simply by not looking at it.”
More important, he says, the real Queen Anne’s
Revenge may still lie undiscovered, subject to
hurricanes and other devastating forces.
These concerns led Rodgers and another ECU maritime archaeologist, Dr. Nathan Richards, to publish
a paper in the April International Journal of Nautical
Archaeology. Wayne Lusardi, a former investigator at
the site who is now in Michigan, was also a co-author.
In “‘Ruling Theories Linger:’ Questioning the Identity
of the Beaufort Inlet Shipwreck,” the authors conclude
the ship’s identity cannot be determined accurately at
this time. They say the evidence gathered so far was
interpreted to suit a desired end, a process known as
Ruling Theory.
By conforming to an existing idea, researchers might
miss new ones. The authors use this concept to warn
against unscientific explanations.
Rodgers says scientific research requires testing
multiple working theories or hypotheses before deciding
which one stands.
“You have to look at everything,” he says. “You have
to consider it may not even be a shipwreck, or that it
represents a war ship, a whaling ship or a cargo ship,
a trading vessel or a privateer. Every ship you could
possibly think of. Then you start to whittle it down by
looking at the evidence.”
Investigators became attached to the ruling theory
that this ship is the Queen Anne’s Revenge, he says.
“At one point the Queen Anne’s Revenge was the
most heavily armed ship in the western hemisphere,”
he says. “This is not.”
Mark Wilde-Ramsing, project director for the Queen
Anne’s Revenge feels confident with their assessments
thus far.
“We’ve spent eight years examining evidence,
specifically looking for evidence that says, ‘No, this
is not the Queen Anne’s Revenge,’” he says. “No
credible evidence has surfaced to say it is not.”
For their part, Rodgers and his co-authors have not
come to a conclusion about the ship. “We’re not saying
this one is, or is not, the Queen Anne’s Revenge. We
think it’s unlikely but we wouldn’t rule it out.”
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Pirate Lore
Queen Anne’s Revenge – Blackbeard showed
contempt for King George of England by
referring to the recently deceased Queen Anne,
his predecessor. Blackbeard may have served
as a sea businessman,
or privateer, during
the British scuffle with
France and Spain,
1702-1714, known as
Queen Anne’s War.

31CR314 – Official designation of the shipwreck found near Beaufort. The number 31
denotes North Carolina, based on an alphabetical list of states. The letters CR denote Carteret,
with each county in the state having an abbreviation. This site is the 314th archaeological
site recorded in the county.
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IN CHARLESTON that spring of 1718,
no one expected a rag-tag group of ships in the
harbor, but there they were.
In a daring move, Blackbeard and his crew
blockaded the city for several days, accosting
ships and taking hostages. The pirates kept
the booty and threatened to hang the hostages
unless they received a medicine chest. They
got it, left and aimed for Beaufort.
Some say Blackbeard intended to beach his
ship and simplify operations. Others believe
he intended to clean the ship of barnacles and
other hangers on. In the end, the ships were
wrecked and the pirates disbanded.
During the ensuing mayhem Stede Bonnet
escaped. He was captured and hanged in
December. The transcripts of his Charleston
trial helped point to the shipwreck’s site.
Meanwhile, hoping to retire, Blackbeard
obtained a pardon from Charles Eden, governor
of North Carolina. The Virginia authorities,
unsatisfied, went after the notorious pirate
and in November 1718, killed him near
Ocracoke Inlet.
His death proved as legendary as his life.
Witnesses reported he refused to relent despite
musket ball wounds and 20 sword lacerations.
His throat was slashed. While he endured the
final stab wounds, it’s said he cocked his pistol
for a last shot. His body circled the ship after
being tossed overboard.

Phil Masters of Intersal was among those who transported
the first cannon raised in May to Fort Macon State Park
for a public viewing. Caring for the artifact as if it were an
endangered sea creature, Masters and others had to keep
the cannon – which had not been exposed to the air in nearly
300 years – wet. Below, Mark Wilde-Ramsing, QAR project
director, talks with the media after one of the May dives.

Pirate code – Somewhat democratic, but harsh.
Steal, and your ears and nose may be slit; bring
a woman on board and you die. Everyone votes
on important decisions. Booty is divided by
shares, with more to the captain, naturally.
Walk the plank – Popularized by Robert Louis
Stevenson in his 1881 adventure story, Treasure
Island. Not really a pirate practice. Disobedient
mates were more likely to be marooned on
an island.
Rum – The drink of the high seas. Rum came
from sugar grown on tropical islands; both
were carried in large quantities and thus stolen
by pirates.
Peg legs, eye patches – Frequent fighting led to
injuries, maiming, infections and amputation.
Women pirates – Among them is Anne Bonny
1697-8 - 1720(?), born Anne Cormac in Ireland.
Ran off with Calico Jack and joined his ship,
dressed as a man.

As the British Royal Navy ship returned to
Virginia, Blackbeard’s head, with his face now
frozen in death, hung like a trophy from the
ship. Hero or villain, Blackbeard was no more.
Legend says Blackbeard still haunts Beaufort
and it’s hard to avoid running into him. You
can visit the Hammock House, also known
as the White House, once an inn where he is
rumored to have stayed. It is said the ghost of
an unwilling wife he murdered can be heard to
scream; the man himself is said to wander the
coast, headless.
As for treasure, the secret died with him.
“There are stories of buried treasure, but
there’s no suggestion in the historical documents that he ever buried treasure in North
Carolina, or anywhere else,” Moore says.
“But that’s not to say it never happened.
“One or two pirates buried treasure during
an escape attempt, trying to get away from
authorities. But more often than not, they were
spending as quickly as they accumulated. For
a pirate to accumulate enough to bury it is rare
indeed. That type of culture – treasure in an
iron-bound wooden chest, overflowing with
jewels, silver and gold bullion just didn’t exist.”
Then again, the crusty lumps of metal,
glass, wood and fibers found below have a
priceless appeal.
“Treasure is in the eye of the beholder,”
Moore says.  East

PIRATE PHRASES
Avast – “Stop” or “Hey”
Booty – Loot

Piece of eight – A Spanish silver coin worth
one peso or eight reales, sometimes literally cut
into eight pieces.

Buccaneer – Caribbean pirate

Pirate – A seagoing robber, that is a privateer
without official letters to do so.

Crow’s nest – A lookout near the top of a
mast with a platform to allow a better view
of approaching ships, shore or hazards.

Scurvy – Caused by lack of vitamin C, leads
to weakness, skin lesions and gum disease.
Often an insult. Ye scurvy dogs.

Grog – Alcohol, especially rum diluted with
water. Hid the taste of bad water; helped
rum last longer.

Shipshape – Well-organized and managed

Jack Ketch – The hangman
Jack Tar – A sailor
Jolly Roger – Skull-and-crossbones flag. Raised,
it was a request to surrender with the possibility of decent treatment. A red flag indicated “no
quarter.” No prisoners, that is. Prepare to die.

Shiver me timbers – An expression of surprise.
Reflects the shaking, or shivering, of a large
wave hitting the ship’s hull, made of timbers.
Queen Anne’s Revenge official site
www.qaronline.org
N.C. Maritime Museum’s Blackbeard site
www.ah.dcr.state.nc.us/sections/maritime/
Blackbeard/default.htm
Blackbeard illustration courtesy North Carolina
Department of Cultural Resources

